S.F. TRAILS REGION IN PROSECUTION

For domestic violence, city charges fewest cases per capita despite strongly worded policy

POLICE NEED HUNDREDS OF NEW RECRUITS

City spends millions to fix earlier retirement incentive

HUMAN TRAFFICKING’S AFTERMATH

Some who flee captivity struggle to find housing, risk re-exploitation in low-wage jobs

POLLUTION HITS MINORITIES HARDEST

Statewide poll: blacks, Latinos report more respiratory ailments; Chevron refinery fire leads to investigation of disparate health effects

SAN FRANCISCO 2012 ELECTIONS

ON THE ISSUES

LOCAL FIXES TO PRISON CROWDING

Solving overpopulation in state facilities

SUFFERING ABUSE, FINDING SHELTER

A domestic violence survivor’s life, illuminated

SWITCHBACKS SHOW MUNI’S ‘CALLOUS DISREGARD’

Civil grand jury tells transit agency to stop dumping passengers to fix schedules

THE VOICES OF CITY COLLEGE: STUDENTS, STAFF ON CRISIS

‘I’m a displaced worker. ’First in my family to go to college. ’I’d be forced to go back to my country.’
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